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Abstract: The synthesis, characterization, and carrier generation mechanism of self-doping in a tetrathi-
afulvalene (TTF) conductor, ammonium tetrathiafulvalene-2-carboxylate (TTFCOO-NH4

+), are described
together with molecular orbital characteristics. Insulating TTFCOOH changes into a hole-doped conductor
TTFCOO-NH4

+ with a conductivity of σ ) 2.0 × 10-4 S/cm (300 K), upon salt formation with NH3. A radical
species, TTF•+COO-NH4

+, is generated via protonation of the TTF moiety as demonstrated by UV-vis,
ESR, and 1H NMR spectra. The X-ray crystallographic structure of TTFCOO-NH4

+ reveals supramolecular
arrays of TTFCOO- moieties with short S · · ·S contact, assisted by the one-dimensional hydrogen-bonding
network composed of the ammonium and carboxylate ions. Molecular orbital calculations of cluster models
show that the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) of TTF•+COO-NH4

+ in the supramolecular array
is not at the highest energy level, which is characterized as a quasi-closed-shell state. The ab initio periodic
calculation with a one-dimensional boundary condition reveals that TTF•+COO-NH4

+ behaves as a dopant
leading to the semiconducting behavior of the stacked TTF moieties assembled by the hydrogen-bonding
network. Namely, TTFCOO-NH4

+ can be described as a “hydrogen-bonding-assisted self-doped conductor”.
The contribution of the hydrogen-bonding interaction to the electron conduction is experimentally supported
by a large isotope effect in the ac conductivity of TTFCOO-NH4

+ at low temperature.

Introduction

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) chemistry has a long history since
the first discovery of its conductivity in the 1970s.1 Interests in
the related molecules have spread into various fields concerned
with electroactive materials because of their potential for the
electronic devices such as field effect transistors (FETs),2 and
photovoltaic cells.3 Carrier generation is the primary concern
in order to obtain electroactive organic materials. The carriers

in molecular conductors4 are usually generated based on a
charge-transfer mechanism between the electron donor and
acceptor molecules, a mechanism that was proposed by Mulliken
in the 1950s.5 This mechanism is the underlying concept for
carrier generation in the current molecular conductors, and
thereafter has been extensively adopted for single-component
molecular conductors.6

On the other hand, protonation of aromatic compounds by a
Brønsted acid giving rise to radicals has been intensively studied
since the 1990s.7 This phenomenon also takes place with a
typical donor molecule, TTF, because of the reactivity of the
central carbon-carbon double bond toward a proton.8 In 1994,
Giffard et al. spectroscopically investigated the protonation of
TTF with Brønsted acids in solution and found the generation
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of a radical species, TTF•+ from TTFH+. They proposed that
TTF•+ is generated via an electron transfer between protonated
TTFH+ and neutral TTF species,8b as shown in Scheme 1.
Furthermore, they have also reported that TTF crystals treated
with a Brønsted acid such as HBF4, exhibit a small electronic
conductivity of 10-10 S/cm, suggesting that TTF•+ produced via
the protonation of the TTF molecule could be the origin of the
conductivity. However, neither the chemical properties of TTF•+

nor its electronic state associated with the open-shell electron
in the crystalline state is as yet well-understood,8d because of
the lack of structural and molecular orbital information about
this radical species in the crystal.

We have studied functional crystalline organic salts composed
of ammonium and carboxylate ions, where formation of a one-
dimensional hydrogen-bonding network plays a decisive role
in determining their physical properties.9 In the course of related
research, we have serendipitously found that an ammonium salt
of an acidic derivative of TTF, that is, ammonium tetrathiaful-
valene-2-carboxylate (TTFCOO-NH4

+), exhibits conductivity.
TTFCOO-NH4

+ is not a charge-transfer complex because NH4
+

has no electron-accepting property. Moreover, it is obvious that
TTFCOO-NH4

+ is not an ion-radical salt because the stoichi-
ometry of the ammonium and anionic TTF moieties are
equivalent in this salt. Although the protonation-triggered radical
generation of TTF originally proposed by Giffard et al. seems
a possible mechanism in this phenomenon, no Brønsted acid
was externally added to the salt. Carrier generation in such
neutral closed-shell molecules is of particular interest and is
worth investigating in detail because of its remarkable potential
to produce unprecedented electroactive materials. In the present
paper, we report the chemical, structural, and electronic proper-
ties of TTFCOO-NH4

+, together with molecular orbital char-
acteristics, focusing on the role of the hydrogen-bonding
interaction in the carrier generation.

Experimental Methods

General Methods. All reagents were purchased from Kanto
Kagaku, Aldrich, Tokyo Chemical Industry, and Wako Pure
Chemical. Diethyl ether was distilled from sodium/benzophenone
ketyl10 before use. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian

Mercury 300 (300 MHz) and Bruker AVANCE system (600 MHz)
instruments. FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Thermo Fisher
SCIENTIFIC/Nicolet 6700. ESI-TOF-MS spectra were measured
with a JEOL JMS-T100CS. The ESR spectrum was measured using
crystalline powder with a JEOL JES-PX1060. Diffuse reflectance
(UV-vis) spectra were recorded on a JASCO V-550. Powder X-ray
diffraction data were collected with a Debye-Scherrer camera
installed on the BL02B2 beamline at SPring-8 using 1.30380(7) Å
radiations. The structure was solved and refined using the programs
of DASH version 3.011 and RIETAN-FP,12 respectively. Ac
conductivities of pelletized polycrystalline samples were measured
with a two-probe method at 1 MHz from 4.2 to 320 K with an
LCR meter (Agilent 4284 A) in a liquid He cryostat.

Preparation of Materials. TTFCOO-NH4
+. Tetrathiafulvalene-

2-carboxylic acid, TTFCOOH was synthesized from TTF in two
steps, following the reported procedure.13 TTFCOOH (205 mg,
0.825 mmol) was dissolved in Et2O (40 mL) and the resulting
solution was filtered off from a trace amount of insoluble fractions
(this process is unnecessary for the freshly prepared TTFCOOH).
A small portion of 28% aqueous solution of ammonia (50 µL) was
added to the filtrate and the resulting mixture was stirred for 15 s
under ultrasonication to afford precipitates (ultrasonication increases
yields of TTFCOO-NH4

+). The polycrystalline solids were collected
by filtration, washed with Et2O (20 mL), and then dried in vacuo
to afford pure TTFCOO-NH4

+ (109 mg, 0.411 mmol, 50%) as a
dark orange solid. Anal. Calcd for C7H7NO2S4 (265.40): C, 31.68;
H, 2.66; N, 5.28. Found. C, 31.59; H, 2.75; N, 5.10. IR (KBr; cm-1):
3053.5, 3329.2, 2777.8, 1547.8, 1537.0, 1364.9, 1046,6, 737.9. 1H
NMR (DMSO-d6; ppm): δ ) 7.67 (s, 1H), 6.75 (s, 2H). Use of
saturated methanolic solution of ammonia instead of 28% aqueous
solution also affords conductive TTFCOO-NH4

+.
TTFCOO-ND4

+. Tetrathiafulvalene 2-carboxylic acid (TTFCOOH)
(225 mg, 0.906 mmol) was dissolved in CH3OD (30 mL), and the
resulting solution was filtered from the insoluble fractions. The
filtrate was evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. This
operation was repeated four times to afford deuterated TTFCOOD.
TTFCOOD (105 mg, 0.421 mmol) was dissolved into dry Et2O
(25 mL), and the resulting solution was filtered from the insoluble
fractions. A small portion of a D2O solution of ND3 (26%, 65 µL)
was added to the resulting solution, and the resulting mixture was
stirred for 15 s under ultrasonication to afford a crystalline
precipitate. The polycrystalline solids were collected by filtration,
and then washed with dry Et2O (2 mL × 3) and deuterated toluene
(1 mL). The collected crystals were dried in vacuo to afford pure
TTFCOO-ND4

+ (79.4 mg, 0.294 mmol, 33%) as a dark orange
solid. ESI-TOF-MS spectrometry indicates quantitative substitution
of the ammonium protons of TTFCOO-ND4

+ with deuterons (see
Supporting Information (SI), Figure S1). Anal. Calcd for
C7H3D4NO2S4 (269.42): C, 31.21; H, 2.62; N, 5.20. Found. C, 3.14;
H, 2.50; N, 5.17. IR (KBr; cm-1): 3053.5, 2777.8, 1548.2, 1537.7,
1366.4, 1046,6, 738.1. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6; ppm): δ ) 7.67 (s,
1H), 6.75 (s, 2H).

Theoretical Methods. The geometry was fully optimized with
unrestricted density functional theory employing Becke’s three-
parameter exchange and Lee-Yang-Parr’s correlation function-
als,14 UB3LYP/6-31G*, and the single point energy was evaluated
with unrestricted Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation
theory,15 UMP2/6-31G* for the potential energy surface (PES) of
the carrier generation. Orbital energies and coefficients for a
tetrameric model were determined with UHF/6-31G* and UMP2/
3-21G*. The configuration interaction was evaluated with complete-
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Scheme 1. The Radical Generation Mechanism Triggered by
Protonation in TTF8b
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active-space self-consistent field (CASSCF)16 applying seven
electrons distributed among eight orbitals (7, 8) as an active space
using 3-21G*. The active space was selected to include the SOMO
and the orbitals with similar characteristics to the SOMO. The ab
initio periodic calculation was carried out taking into account one-
dimensional periodicity along b*-axis with a cutoff value of 100
Bohr. Brillouin zone sampling was done using 1 × 40k × 1 points.
All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 03 program
package17 on a workstation constructed with 8-way/16-core AMD
OpteronD (Visual Technology Co. Ltd.).

Results and Discussion

Radical Generation in TTFCOO-NH4
+. TTFCOO-NH4

+ was
prepared from TTFCOOH and aqueous NH3 or methanolic
ammonia as a fine crystalline powder as shown in Scheme 2.
IR spectroscopy of TTFCOO-NH4

+ showed the disappearance
of the absorption band at 1660 cm-1 corresponding to the CdO
stretching vibration of TTFCOOH,18 and the appearance of a
peak at 1547 cm-1 corresponding to the carboxylate stretching
vibration (see SI, Figure S2), indicating the salt formation,
-COO- and NH4

+ in the crystal. This means that the dominant
intermolecular interaction between TTFCOO- and NH4

+ is not
a nonionic hydrogen bonding but a stronger electrostatic
hydrogen-bonding interaction.19 The color of the obtained
crystalline powder was dark orange, which is neither typical of
an ion-radical salt nor a charge-transfer salt.

While TTFCOOH is an insulator, TTFCOO-NH4
+ exhibits

a value for the ac conductivity of 2.0 × 10-4 S/cm at 300 K
using a two-probe method. Diffuse reflectance (UV-vis) spectra
of TTFCOOH and TTFCOO-NH4

+ are shown in Figure 1. The
absorbance of TTFCOO-NH4

+ in the low photon energy region
is assignable as an intraband excitation corresponding to the
plasma oscillation of the mobile carriers. The edge of the

absorbance of insulating TTFCOOH is shifted to the higher
energy region by 0.4 eV upon salt formation, as indicated with
the arrows, which corresponds to the Fermi energy of holes
generated in the valence band. These UV-vis spectra clearly
show a drastic change in the electronic state from an insulator,
TTFCOOH, to a conductor, TTFCOO-NH4

+. A similar shift
of the excitation energy is also observed in the protic doping
process of π-conjugated polymers.20

ESR spectrum of crystalline TTFCOO-NH4
+, measured at

103 K, showed the signal of radical species (see SI, Figure S3).
The g-value of the radical is 2.0069, which is very close to that
of TTF•+ in typical organic metals composed of TTF deriva-
tives.8a,21 These results strongly suggest generation of the radical
species TTF•+COO-NH4

+ in TTFCOO-NH4
+ crystals. Assum-

ing that the detected radical is localized, comparison of the peak
area of the signal with that of a standard organic free radical
molecule, 1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl, suggests that one spin
exists per 6.2 TTFCOO-NH4

+ units (16%) at 300 K.
UV-vis and ESR spectra clearly show that TTFCOOH gives

rise to a charge carrier upon salt formation. In this process, no
external addition of Brønsted acid is necessary to generate
conductivity in TTFCOO-NH4

+, meaning that TTFCOO-NH4
+

can be characterized as a self-doped conductor.
Mechanism of Radical Generation in TTFCOO-NH4

+

Crystals. A plausible mechanism of radical generation in
TTFCOO-NH4

+ crystals is shown in Scheme 3. This mechanism
essentially follows that for the protonation-triggered spin
generation of TTF proposed by Giffard et al.8b (Scheme 1). It
is known that the protonation of TTF occurs at the central
carbon-carbon double bond rather than the electron-rich sulfur
atoms due to thermodynamical stability of TTFH+, as demon-
strated by X-ray crystallographic analysis.8c,22 The potential
energy surface (PES) for the protonation of TTF (Figure 2,
black) suggested that the formation energy of the protonated
species, TTFH+, is quite large, -231.4 kcal/mol, which is
consistent with the experimental facts. The energy required for
the electron-transfer reaction from the neutral donor (TTF) to
TTFH+ to generate radical species (TTFH• + TTF•+) is 20.4
kcal/mol. The PES for the protonation of TTFCOO-NH4

+

(Figure 2, blue) also suggested that the formation energy of
TTFH+COO-NH4

+ and subsequently occurring radical genera-
tion by electron transfer from TTFH+COO-NH4

+ are -252.5
and 18.2 kcal/mol, respectively. These theoretical calculations
in the gas phase indicate that the self-protonation followed by
radical generation of TTFH+COO-NH4

+ shown in Scheme 3
is energetically similar to that for TTF and therefore is possible.

Both NH4
+ and TTFCOOH are possible proton donors in this

system (Scheme 3). In fact, 1H NMR spectroscopy of
TTFCOOH in CD3CN showed a small singlet signal at 6.93
ppm corresponding to the proton attached on the sp3 carbon of
the protonated TTF moiety, suggesting partial self-protonation
in CD3CN (see SI, Figure S4a). Furthermore, the filtrate in
CD3CN obtained by separation of the precipitated crystals of
TTFH+COO-NH4

+ showed a set of singlet signals at δ ) 6.45,
6.77, and 8.36 ppm (see SI, Figure S4b) with an intensity ratio
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Figure 1. Diffuse reflectance spectra of TTFCOOH (yellow) and
TTFCOO-NH4

+ (red). Arrows indicate the edges of the absorption
corresponding to the excitation of intraband.

Scheme 2. Preparation of TTFCOO-NH4
+
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of 2:1:1, which are consistent with the reported chemical shifts
of the protons of TTFH+.8b According to these spectral
observations, it is strongly suggested that the formation of
TTFH+COO-NH4

+ takes place during the crystallization process
of TTFCOO-NH4

+ (Scheme 3b). It should be noted here that
the self-protonation of TTFCOO-NH4

+ shown in Scheme 3b
is accompanied by the formation of TTFCOO- and NH3, which
would be indistinguishable from those resulting from the above-
mentioned equilibrium (Scheme 3a, left) between ionic
TTFCOO-NH4

+ and nonionic TTFCOOH + NH3 in the crystal.
TTFCOO-, generated by the self-protonation in Scheme 3b,
would formally play a role as a counteranion of the positive
charge of TTF•+COO-NH4

+ to keep the total charge of the
crystals to be neutral.

1H NMR spectroscopy also suggested that a filtrate contains
the second species in addition to TTFH+COO-NH4

+, which
displays a set of singlet signals at δ ) 3.49, 6.42, and 6.93
ppm with an intensity ratio of 1:2:1. The signal at 3.49 ppm is
assignable as a methine proton of (TTFHCOO-NH4

+)2 probably

being derived from coupling of the unstable radical species,
TTFH•COO-NH4

+ (Scheme 3c). Moreover, ESI-TOF-MS
spectrometry of the filtrate in CH3CN treated with trime-
thylsilyldiazomethane showed a signal corresponding to
(TTFHCOOMe)2 [calcd. for C18H17NO4S8 (C16H14O4S8 +
CH3CN), m/z: 566.89232; found, m/z: 566.89065 (-1.67 mmu)
(see SI, Figure S4c)], strongly supporting the generation of
(TTFHCOO-NH4

+)2.
Here, it should be noted that TTFCOOH crystal is an

insulator. Nevertheless, the 1H NMR spectrum of TTFCOOH
in CD3CN (see SI, Figure S4a) suggests a trace amount of
TTFH+COOH and (TTFHCOOH)2, probably formed from the
self-protonation followed by the electron-transfer reactions. This
indicates that the generation of radical species in solution does
not directly lead to the stabilization of radicals and achievement
of the conductivity in the crystal. Obviously, the salt formation
of TTFCOOH with NH3 is the key in the generation of the
carriers and realization of the conductivity in TTFCOO-NH4

+

crystals.
Crystal Structure of TTFCOO-NH4

+ Determined by Powder
X-ray Diffraction. The radical species, TTF•+COO-NH4

+, is
detected only in the solid state, which implies that carrier
generation is strongly correlated with the molecular arrangement
in the crystal. The crystal structure of TTFCOO-NH4

+ was
determined by the Rietveld method10,11 from the powder X-ray
diffraction data collected at 300 K using synchrotron radiation
(see SI, Figure S5 and Figure 8).23 As shown in Figure 3a, a
one-dimensional columnar hydrogen-bonding network is formed
by TTFCOO- ions and NH4

+, where TTFCOO- ions are stacked
along the b-axis with intermolecular S · · ·S and π/π interactions.
The neighboring columns along the c-axis are connected together
by hydrogen bonds Via ammonium ions forming a two-
dimensional sheet (Figure 3b), allowing interactions of TTF-

(23) C7H7NO2S4, Monoclinic, P21, a ) 6.245 (3) Å, b ) 8.43 (1) Å, c )
20.30 (1) Å, � ) 90.82 (3) deg, V ) 1068.6 (1) (Å3), Z ) 4, R )
0.080.

Scheme 3. A Plausible Mechanism of Radical Generation in TTFCOO-NH4
+ Crystalsa

a (a and b) Self-protonation of TTFCOO-NH4
+ in the acid-base equilibrium. (c) Electron-transfer reaction between TTFCOO-NH4

+and TTFH+COO-NH4
+.

The chemical species represented by light blue were detected by 1H NMR and ESI-TOF-MS analyses.

Figure 2. PES of the protonation and electron-transfer processes of
TTFCOO-NH4

+ (blue) and TTF (black). The geometries were fully
optimized with UB3LYP/6-31G*, and the single point calculations were
carried out with UMP2/6-31G* using the optimized geometries. ∆H
corresponds to the formation enthalpy of the radical species.
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COO- ions in two dimensions through hydrogen bonds, π/π
interaction, and S · · ·S interactions. The S · · ·S distance is 3.0
Å, and it is 0.7 Å shorter than the sum of the van der Waals
radii. This remarkably short contact between TTF moieties is
likely to be achieved by the predominant electrostatic hydrogen-
bonding interaction between TTFCOO- and NH4

+ moieties. The
one-dimensional TTFCOO- column connected with the effective
S · · ·S contact offers a possible conduction pathway.

The control of molecular arrays utilizing weak interactions
such as hydrogen bonds, π/π interaction, and S · · ·S contact,
aiming to increase the dimensionality of interactions between
components in the crystal, is a current trend in the design of
charge-transfer conductors.24,4e The crystal structure of
TTFCOO-NH4

+ determined here represents a new strategy for
achieving two-dimensional intermolecular interaction of TTF
derivatives in the crystal, which makes use of the electrostatic
hydrogen-bonding network composed of ammonium and car-
boxylate ions.9

Electronic State of the Doped Supramolecular Assembly
of TTFCOO-NH4

+. Because the importance of the assembly
of molecules in the crystal in self-doping of TTFCOO-NH4

+

was strongly suggested by the experimental results, we inves-
tigated the electronic state of the radicals in the supramolecular
array by theoretical calculations. A tetrameric assembly of

TTFCOO-NH4
+ was extracted from the X-ray structure as a

minimal supramolecular model in the crystal, where all mol-
ecules interact with each other via hydrogen-bonding interaction
or short S · · ·S contact (Figure 4a). C1 symmetry was adopted
in the calculation of the tetramer. The single point calculations
were carried out with UHF/6-31G* for the tetrameric unit of
TTFCOO-NH4

+, assuming one radical cation in each model (S
) 1/2, charge ) +1). The calculated molecular orbital energies
of the unit near the frontier orbitals are shown in Figure 4b.
Surprisingly, the energy level of the SOMO of the tetrameric
assembly is not at the highest occupied level but at the fifth
level from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). In
sharp contrast, the SOMO of monomeric TTFCOO-NH4

+ lies
at the highest occupied energy level (see SI, Figure S6). Namely,
the open-shell electron of TTF•+COO-NH4

+ embedded in the
closed-shell TTFCOO-NH4

+ molecules does not occupy the
frontier orbital; it behaves as if it is in a closed-shell molecule
(quasi-closed-shell state25).

Such a quasi-closed-shell state in a molecular conductor is
anomalous. Restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) prom-
ising the highest SOMO gives the total energy as 3.2 kcal/mol
higher than that evaluated with UHF/6-31G*. Although spin
contamination is quite small in the UHF calculation, with a value
of 0.7523 for 〈S2〉, the reliability of the UHF calculation should
be confirmed by more accurate calculations taking into account
the electron-correlation effect, because configuration interaction
(CI) is critical for representation of complicated open-shell
systems.26 Hence, a multireference treatment was adopted for
the single point calculation of the tetrameric assembly with
CASSCF using 3-21G*, which revealed that the contribution
of the main configuration to the wave function is 91% (see SI,
Figure S7). The singly occupied molecular orbitals in the
CASSCF configurations are mostly identical with the lowered
SOMO in the UHF calculation, which means that the radical is
stable without the effect of CI. On the other hand, the dynamical
correlation effect26 hardly contributes to the orbital energies from
a calculation with UMP2 (see SI, Figure S8), as expected.
Furthermore, other basis sets or a hexameric model also
reproduce this particular electronic state (see SI, Figure S9).
Therefore, the UHF calculations using the cluster models are
essentially reliable representing the present open-shell system.

(24) (a) Bryce, M. R. J. Mater. Chem. 1995, 5, 1481–1496. (b) Baudron,
S. A.; Avarvari, N.; Batail, P.; Coulon, C.; Clérac, R.; Canadell, E.;
Auban-Senzier, P. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 11583–11590. (c)
Murata, T.; Morita, Y.; Fukui, K.; Sato, Shiomi, D.; Takui, T.;
Maesato, M.; Yamochi, H.; Saito, G.; Nakasuji, K. Angew. Chem.,
Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 6343–6346.

(25) Löwdin, P. O.; Brändas, E.; Kryachko, E. S. In Fundamental World
of Quantum Chemistry: A Tribute to the Memory of Per-OloV Löwdin;
Springer: Berlin, 2003; p 380.

(26) Kobayashi, Y.; Kamiya, M.; Hirao, K. Chem. Phys. Lett. 2000, 319,
695–700.

Figure 3. Crystal structure of TTFCOO-NH4
+. (a) Side view of one-

dimensional (1D) hydrogen-bonding (HB) network. (b) The supramolecular
sheets with hydrogen-bonding network and S · · ·S contacts parallel to the
ab-plane. Blue and yellow dotted lines show hydrogen-bonding interaction
and S · · ·S contacts, respectively. Hydrogen-bonding interaction was assigned
by the distance between N and O atoms. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity.

Figure 4. Electronic state of the supramolecular assembly of
TTFCOO-NH4

+, evaluated with UHF/6-31G*. (a) Tetrameric model. Black
and yellow dotted lines represent hydrogen bonds and S · · ·S contacts,
respectively. (b) Molecular orbital energies in electronvolts (eV) and electron
configurations. Red and light blue bars represent alpha- and beta-orbitals,
respectively. Arrows mean up/down-spins.
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It is worth noting that quasi-closed-shell configurations have
been observed in inorganic compounds including transition
metal elements with d electrons, or lanthanide or actinide
elements with f electrons, and have attracted considerable
experimental27 and theoretical interests.28 However, it is quite
a rare phenomenon in organic or organometallic molecules; very
recently, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-l-oxy radical (TEMPO)
derivatives covalently connected with a delocalized aromatic
skeleton29a or a Pt complex unit29b have been reported to show
this particular electronic state. To the best of our knowledge,
TTFCOO-NH4

+ is the first conductor in “f-electron-like system”
composed of purely organic elements.

Effect of Short S · · ·S Contact in the Stabilization of the
SOMO. What is the key factor for stabilizing the SOMO in the
supramolecular array? As described above, the X-ray crystal-
lographic analysis of TTFCOO-NH4

+ showed unusually short
S · · ·S contacts between the TTF moieties. To focus on the role
of these short S · · ·S contacts in the stabilization of the SOMO,
molecular orbitals of a new tetrameric model composed of TTF
molecules (TTF4) without hydrogen-bonding functionalities were
calculated using UHF/6-31G*.30 As a result, the quasi-closed-
shell state is also appeared in TTF4 (see SI, Figure S10). The
dependence of the stabilization of the SOMO on the S · · ·S
distance was investigated as follows. The S · · ·S distance (R) in
TTF4 was changed in incremental steps of 0.2 Å from 2.6 to
4.0 Å, where the energy of the SOMO at each step was
evaluated with UHF/6-31G*. Figure 5 shows the relative energy
of the SOMO of TTF4 at various S · · ·S distances compared
with the energy at 4.0 Å. The experimentally observed S · · ·S

contact, 3.0 Å, gives the minimum energy of -4.2 kcal/mol in
this plot. Therefore, the short S · · ·S contacts are suggested to
be very important in the stabilization of the SOMO. It is
noteworthy that the optimal S · · ·S distance between TTF•+

radical species in a dimeric model of (TTF)2-(ClO4)2, optimized
with MCQDPT/CASSCF(2,2), is reported to be 3.24 Å by
Noboa, et al.,31 and it is closely related to the present system.
The hydrogen-bonding part seems dispensable for achieving the
quasi-closed-shell configuration. However, it should play a role
in achieving such short S · · ·S contacts, even with Coulomb
repulsion between TTF moieties.

Role of the Embedded Radicals in Conductive TTFCOO--
NH4

+. To obtain a deeper insight into the role of TTF•+-
COO-NH4

+ in conductive TTFCOO-NH4
+, the periodic cal-

culation taking into account the one-dimensional periodicity of
the crystal along one of reciprocal lattice vectors, b*-axis, was
investigated, where two TTF columns connected by the
hydrogen-bonding network are assumed as the replication
direction. Actually, in this calculation, the tetrameric cluster
shown in Figure 4a was adopted as a primitive unit where one
TTFCOO-NH4

+ unit in the tetrameric model was replaced by
(TTFCOO- + NH3), which is likely produced during the self-
protonation process shown in Scheme 3b. This species helps to
neutralize the total charge of the crystal. The electronic states
of the hydrogen-bonding ammonium salt crystals are well-
represented by ab initio all-electron periodic Hartree-Fock (HF)
method.9c Moreover, the periodic unrestricted HF approach has
been applied to some transition metal compounds, and exhibited
the superior performances in representing their magnetic proper-
ties as well as crystal structures.32 Therefore, the calculation
was carried out with periodic UHF method. Here, Gaussian
code17 was used to compare the result with that of the cluster
model. Actually, the modified tetrameric model as mentioned
above was evaluated with periodic-boundary-condition (PBC)-
UHF/3-21G*, assuming a doublet with neutral charge (S ) 1/2,
charge ) 0). As shown in Figure 6a, SOMO in the quasi-closed-
shell configuration also resulted in this modified neutral tet-
rameric cluster of TTFCOO-NH4

+ (nonPBC). The molecular
orbital of SOMO (Figure 6c, a1) is significantly localized,
differently from the orbitals of a typical proton-doped conductor,
polyaniline, which delocalize over the conjugated π-orbitals.33

The SOMO induces lowered LUMO, which possesses a similar
orbital character with the SOMO in relation of antisymmetry
(Figure 6c, a2).34 In the PBC calculation, the lowered LUMO
(PBC-LUMO) (Figure 6b, b2) shows strong energy dispersion
along the b* lattice vector, lying 0.3 eV higher than the highest
occupied energy level at M point (k ) b*/2). The energy level
of PBC-LUMO caused by PBC-SOMO possibly acts like an
acceptor level in the band gap in classical inorganic p-type
semiconductors,35 which is supported by the spectroscopic
observation shown in Figure 1. It is of interest that the alpha-
and beta-orbitals right above PBC-SOMO are largely split,
where the beta-orbital (Figure 6b, b3) is suggested to correlate

(27) (a) Ohta, H.; Nomura, K.; Hiramatsu, H.; Ueda, K.; Kamiya, T.;
Hirano, M.; Hosono, H. Solid-State Electron. 2003, 47, 2261–2267.
(b) Tobin, J. G.; Moore, K. T.; Chung, B. W.; Wall, M. A.; Schwartz,
A. J.; van der Laan, G.; Kutepov, A. L. Phys. ReV. B 2005, 72,
085109-11. (c) Hosono, H. Thin Solid Films 2007, 515, 6000–6014.

(28) (a) Roos, B. O.; Malmqvist, P. A.; Gagliardi, L. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2006, 128, 17000–17006. (b) Hughes, I. D.; Däne, M.; Ernst, A.;
Hergert, W.; Lüders, M.; Poulter, J.; Staunton, J. B.; Svane, A.; Szotek,
Z.; Temmerman, W. M. Nature 2007, 446, 650–653.

(29) (a) Matsushita, M. M.; Kawakami, H.; Sugawara, T.; Ogata, M. Phys.
ReV. B 2008, 77, 195208–6. (b) Kusamoto, T.; Kume, S.; Nishihara,
H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 13844–13845.

(30) In TTF4 model, the hydrogen-bonding part, -COO-NH4
+, was replaced

by a hydrogen atom to subtract the effect of the electrostatic hydrogen-
bonding interaction. Only the positions of newly-introduced hydrogen
atoms were optimized with RHF/3-21G*, and single point calculation
was carried out with UHF/6-31G*, assuming a radical cation (S )
1/2, charge ) +1). C1 symmetry was adopted in this calculation.

(31) Garcia-Yoldi, I.; Miller, J. S.; Novoa, J. J. J. Phys. Chem. A, 2009,
113, 484–492.

(32) (a) Catti, M.; Sandrone, G.; Dovesi, R. Phys. ReV. B 1997, 55, 16122–
16131. (b) Moreira, I. P. R.; Dovesi, R.; Roetti, C.; Saunders, V. R.;
Orlando, R. Phys. ReV. B 2000, 62, 7816–7823.

(33) Ivanova, A. N.; Tadjer, A. V.; Gospodinova, N. P. J. Phys. Chem. B.
2006, 110, 2555–2564.

(34) The lowered LUMO is also produced using the positively charged
tetrameric model (see Figure 4b).

(35) Van de Walle, C.; Neugebauer, G. J. Appl. Phys. 2004, 95, 3851–
3879.

Figure 5. The dependence of the stabilization energy of SOMO of TTF4

on the S · · ·S distance, evaluated with UHF/6-31G*. The relative energy
difference of SOMO compared with the value at 4.0 Å is plotted in kcal/
mol.
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with the electron conduction at M point.36 The split orbitals
are attributed to the TTF moiety, which is directly connected
with TTF•+COO-NH4

+ by the hydrogen bonds (Figure 6c, a3).
This periodic calculation strongly suggests that the embedded
radical behaves as a dopant to induce the conductivity of the
stacked TTF moieties assembled by the hydrogen-bonding
network. Namely, TTFCOO-NH4

+ can be addressed as a
“hydrogen-bonding-assisted self-doped conductor”.

Ac Conductivity of the Self-Doped Hydrogen-Bonding
Conductor, TTFCOO-NH4

+. Finally we show ac conductivities
of TTFCOO-NH4

+, and deuterated TTFCOO-ND4
+, measured

by a two-probe method at 1 MHz at temperatures ranging from
4.2 to 320 K (Figure 7). The ac conductivities for
TTFCOO-NH4

+ and TTFCOO-ND4
+ at 300 K are 2.0 × 10-4

and 5.5 × 10-4 S/cm, respectively. In the temperature range
from 200 to 320 K, the temperature dependence of the ac
conductivities of TTFCOO-NH4

+ and TTFCOO-ND4
+ almost

coincide with each other. The electronic behaviors obey the

Arrhenius relation, characterizing them as activation-type
transport, with activation energies of 0.16 and 0.19 eV for
TTFCOO-NH4

+ and TTFCOO-ND4
+, respectively. In sharp

contrast, the ac conductivities below 200 K are quite different
from each other, where only TTFCOO-NH4

+ shows metallic
behavior with a saturation value of 10-6 S/cm. Such behavior
has not been observed in normal organic semiconductors with
activation-type transport. On the other hand, the ac conductivity
of TTFCOO-ND4

+ drops abruptly at low temperature. This
behavior is similar to that of typical activation-type conductors
such as proton-doped polyaniline.37 TTFCOO-NH4

+ and
TTFCOO-ND4

+ show mostly overlapping powder X-ray dif-
fraction patterns at 300 K (Figure 8a), indicating that their crystal
structures are isomorphous and their molecular arrangements
are substantially identical at 300 K. In contrast, TTFCOO-NH4

+

and TTFCOO-ND4
+ show obviously different diffraction pat-

terns at 100 K (Figure 8b). Shrinking of hydrogen bonds with
decreasing temperature is a well-known phenomenon, the degree
of which is generally different between species containing
protons and deuterons.38 The change of the crystal structure with
shrinkage of the hydrogen-bonding network probably correlates
with the different behaviors in ac conductivities between
TTFCOO-NH4

+ and TTFCOO-ND4
+ at low temperature.

Conclusions

The present report demonstrates the radical generation
triggered by the protonation of the TTF moiety, leading to
conductivity in a hydrogen-bonding salt, TTFCOO-NH4

+.
Spectroscopic analyses demonstrated that the spin generation
in TTFCOO-NH4

+ takes place without the addition of an
external dopant, which is reasonably supported by theoretical
calculations. MO calculations using cluster models show that
the open-shell electron contained in the hydrogen-bonding
network of TTFCOO-NH4

+ is stabilized in an inert molecular
orbital, being characterized as an f-electron-like electronic
system with a quasi-closed-shell state. It is of great importance
that such an electronic state is achieved in the absence of any
metallic element. This particular open-shell state is stabilized
by short S · · ·S contacts assisted by the electrostatic hydrogen-(36) In the PBC calculation, non-degenerate alpha- and beta-orbitals are

observed near the highest occupied energy level. Although the
limitation of one-electron approximation of the periodic UHF method
with spin-only correlation is mentioned in the calculations of transition
metal oxides,32a particularly in this calculation, the energetic relation-
ship between the PBC-SOMO and split alpha- and beta-orbitals
strongly implies an electron-correlation effect among these three
orbitals attributed to CI (so-called nondynamical electron correlation
effect).26

(37) Zuo, F.; Angelopoulos, M.; MacDiarmid, A. G.; Epstein, A. J. Phys.
ReV. B 1989, 39, 3572–3577.

(38) (a) Cowan, A. J.; Howard, J. A. K.; McIntyre, G. J.; Lo, A. M.-F.;
Williams, I. D. Acta. Cryst. B 2005, 61, 724–730. (b) Madsen,
G. K. H.; McIntyre, G. J.; Schiøtt, B.; Larsen, F. K. Chem.-Eur. J.
2007, 13, 5539–5547.

Figure 6. Electronic states of neutral tetrameric TTFCOO-NH4
+ evaluated

with UHF/3-21G* adopted (a) non-PBC and (b) PBC. The highest occupied
energy level is taken as origin of the energy axis. Red and blue bars represent
alpha- and beta-orbitals, respectively. The inset notations mean the
following: a1, SOMO; a2, LUMO; a3, beta-orbital right above SOMO; a4,
HOMO; b1, PBC-SOMO; b2, PBC-LUMO; b3, split beta-orbital right above
PBC-SOMO; and b4, the highest occupied energy level, respectively. (c)
Molecular orbital pictures. Dotted lines represent hydrogen bonds.

Figure 7. Ac conductivities of the pelletized samples of TTFCOO-NH4
+

(red) and TTFCOO-ND4
+ (blue) measured by a two-probe method at 1

MHz from 4.2 to 320 K.
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bonding interaction. The ab initio periodic calculation suggests
that the embedded radical plays essential roles in achieving the

semiconducting feature of the stacked TTF moieties. Moreover,
the ac conductivity of TTFCOO-NH4

+ shows a large isotope
effect at low temperature, demonstrating a strong correlation
between the electronic behavior and hydrogen-bonding interac-
tion. As far as we know, TTFCOO-NH4

+ is the first self-doped
molecular conductor.
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Figure 8. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of TTFCOO-NH4
+ (red) and

TTFCOO-ND4
+ (blue) at (a) 300 K and (b) 100 K, collected from 3 to 40°

(2 theta) using synchrotron radiation.
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